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Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 08:09:42

I think this was a really cute photo shoot, and hadn't seen all of these photos before
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LOVE MADS.
Tim
Where am I going?

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 10:57:04

Neither had I - well found Mads.
What an abject lesson in how to look iconic on your own bedsit floor...
Right... (scans room for clues..) I like room shots....
Is the photographer behind the TV?? What would those awards be for I wonder..maybe
she just got them and that's the reason for the picture session.
United Kingdom
3422 Posts

There's the record player from c over of Classics and Collectables & I would think the
black box holds Dusty's 45s, unless it's a reel to reel.
The gold lampshade style - very trendy again now. I c an't quite read the clock - is it 3
pm in one picture and 3:30 in the other? I wonder if she made the photographer a cup of
tea. Lucky man.
And it's a Wednesday...
no I made that up. But what do you think for the date ... 1966?
T x
'I'd like to retouch my whole life!'

Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 13:13:33

You're doing better than me, I c an't even see the cloc k!!
Tim - you've missed your calling in life. Definitely should have been a detective
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LOVE MADS.
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Wasn't born to follow

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 19:15:52

Lovely sequence of shots Mads, not seen all before so thank you.
Looked at the clock and felt it may have even been 12:15pm, but it isnt clear. I like the
clear shot 3rd pic, the shadows are somehow nicer.
Casx

8313 Posts

'Something in your eyes'
boztiggs
Where am I going?

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 19:45:34

Gorgeous. trouble is i need to get in there and straighten the bloody lamp. its very
distracting.
neil

United Kingdom
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DustysBoy
Where am I going?

" Here in the gloom, of my lonely room, i hold his photograph and pray ill see him soon
oh-oh"

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 22:06:45

very lovely pics..
thanks for posting!
JOSH
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misty
I’ll try anything

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me

Poste d - 20/03/2008 : 23:09:18

Mice pics Mads. I had never seen any of them before. Like the colorful outfit.
misty
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allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 21/03/2008 : 02:09:25

The art of her hair is just amazing.
~"Don't forget about me now baby"
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quo te :
Originally posted by allherfaces

USA
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The a rt of he r hair is just am azing.
~"Don't forge t a bout m e now baby"

I'd love to know how long it took her to do her hair. All that teasing and bac k-combing
must have been bloody hard work!
Stunning photos indeed! She was just beyond gorgeous.
~~Just a little loving, early in the morning, beats a cup of coffee for starting off the
day.~~
daydreamer
Moderator

Poste d - 21/03/2008 : 08:02:47

I love these pictures too. As far as I know, none of them every made an appearance in
the sixties, though that colourful suit did in other shots. I only saw them sometime in the
past few years, since Dusty died anyway. I'd say they were taken in 1965 because that
suit got worn around Middle of Nowhere time. Neil, I'm with you on the lamp, how could
they not have noticed that! If you check out the centrefold of the Classics and
Collectibles booklet, the lamp is perfectly upright there and as her hair is the same for
both outfits, I'd guess they were taken the same day. So somebody had the nous to
straighten the lamp!
United Kingdom
5404 Posts

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
Edite d by - daydre am e r o n 21/03/2008 08:06:05

mssdusty
I’ve got a good thing

Poste d - 21/03/2008 : 11:58:50

IS THAT THE SAME RECORD PLAYER ON THE FLOOR? THE PIC WHERE;S DUSTY IS
LAYING ON THE FLOOR?LEGS CROSSED U KNOW THE PICTURE.
MARY

I only think of the day I met Dusty and my pains go away. It's Great!
Watch my video with Dusty on YouTube!
USA
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Chrispld
I’ll try anything

Poste d - 22/03/2008 : 23:46:35

Lovely photos of Dusty.Such beautiful eyes.Thanks for posting them Mads.
Chris
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allherfaces
Administrator

Poste d - 23/03/2008 : 12:35:00

What are the awards in the foreground?
~"Don't forget about me now baby"
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Poste d - 23/03/2008 : 20:58:29

Are those images available anywhere minus the graphic?
Will
http://www.mactastic.net/
"..Quiet please - there's a lady on stage.."

United Kingdom
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Mads
Where am I going?

Poste d - 24/03/2008 : 07:13:16

I'm going to try and photoshop them out sometime during this week, but Im not sure if
they're available somewhere.
LOVE MADS.
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